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Background 

 Research into frequently used vocabulary suggests that a small number of common words 

and phrases make up a significant percentage of written and spoken language. 

 In English, it is estimated that 100 words make up around half of what we read in our 

everyday activities and just 25 words make up a third of what we read. 

 Similarly, in German, around 100 core words make up 50% of everyday language. You 

actually need just 1300 words to understand 85% of most German texts. 

 It is logical, therefore, to ensure that learners of German have a secure understanding of the 

most common words and phrases. 

Guidelines for the project: 

 This booklet contains 125 words that are among the most commonly used words or phrases 

in German. 

 The 125 words have been broken down into five sets of 25 words. 

 Some of the words are taken from your Stimmt! textbook topics; others are more general 

but equally important words. 

 Your main German Home-Based Learning is to learn and master these words. 

 At the end of each block of learning you will be tested on the words accumulated so far. At 

the end of block 1, you will be tested on block 1 vocabulary; at the end of block 2, you will 

be tested on both block 1 and block 2 vocabulary and so on. 

 You should aim to be tested twice per week. This could by a parent, a sibling or a friend, but 

the important thing is that you are accountable to someone else! 

 In addition to being tested on some of the words twice per week, it is a good idea to do a 

‘checkpoint’ test two times per block. The tables in this book will help you to do this. 

Timeline : 

Block 1 Vocab tested by 16th November 2019 

Block 1 and 2 Vocab tested by 18th January 2020 

Block 1, 2 and 3 Vocab tested by 15th March 2020 

Block 1, 2, 3 and 4 Vocab tested by 17th May 2020 

Block 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Vocab tested by 19th July 2020 

  

High-frequency vocabulary project 

Accountability: you are accountable to someone else as they will be meeting with you twice a week. 

Respect: you should respect the time that someone is offering to support your HBL. They should also respect your 

efforts to learn. 

Responsibility: take responsibility to arrange the meetings and to learn the vocabulary. You might want to stick to the 

same times each week. 

Independence: show that you can be independent in managing your time and your learning. 

Habits: the opportunity to build good habits around your revision and your learning. 

Year 7 German 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

der/die/das the               

ein /eine/einen a               

mein/meine my               

dein/deine your               

und and               

aber but               

auch also               

sehr very               

ziemlich quite               

nicht not               

ich habe I have               

ich bin I am               

ich heiße I am called               

ich wohne I live               

Hast du? Do you have?               

Bist du? Are you?               

wo? where?               

wie? how?               

was? what               

woher? where from?               

ist is               

sind  are               

Wie geht's? How are you?               

Gut danke Fine thanks               

Ich kann I can               

 

 

 

Vocabulary for block 1 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

Er/sie/es ist  he/she/it is               

du kannst you can               

Er/sie/es kann he/she/it can               

du wohnst  you live                

er/sie/es wohnt  he/she/it lives               

du hast you have                

er/sie/es hat  he/she/it has                

die Haare hair               

die Augen eyes               

das Einzelkind only child               

der Bruder brother               

die Schwester sister               

der Vater father               

die Mutter mother                

die Eltern parents               

die Großeltern grandparents               

der Onkel uncle                

die Tante  aunt                

kurz short               

lang long                

lesen to read               

Rad fahren to cycle               

schwimmen to swim               

tanzen to dance               

springen to jump               

 

 

 

Vocabulary for block 2 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

ich spiele I play               

du spielst you play               

er/sie/es spielt  he/she/it plays               

ich spiele gern I like playing                

ich spiele nicht gern I don't like playing               

ich spiele sehr gern I really like playing               

ich spiele ziemlich gern I quite like playing                

ich höre I listen               

ich fahre I drive/go               

du fährst you drive/go               

er/sie/es fährt he/she/it drives/goes               

ich lese I read               

du liest you read               

er/sie/es liest  he/she/it reads               

ich sehe I see/watch               

du siehst you see/watch               

er/sie/es sieht  he/she/it sees/watches               

ich finde  I find               

wie oft? how often?               

am Abend in the evening               

am Wochenende at the weekend               

jeden Tag  every day               

manchmal sometimes               

heute today                

morgen tomorrow               

 

 

Vocabulary for block 3 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

weil because                

er/sie/es ist it is               

sie sind they are                

ich mag…  I like…               

ich mag… sehr  I really like…               

ich mag… nicht  I don’t like…               

ich hasse I hate               

ich liebe I love               

du liebst  you love               

er/sie/es liebt  he/she/it loves               

liebst du …. ? do you love … ?               

wir haben we have                

was hast du? what do you have?               

vor before               

nach after               

in in               

an on/by               

neben next               

auf on (top of)                

ich darf I am allowed                

du darfst you are allowed               

er/sie/man darf he/she/one is allowed               

es gibt  there is               

zu too               

ein bisschen a little bit                

 

 

 

Vocabulary for block 4 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

es gibt einen/eine/ein there is a                

es gibt keinen/keine/kein there is no               

er/sie/man kann he/she/one can               

ich möchte I would like                

du möchtest you would like                

er/sie/man möchte he/she/one would like                

vielleicht  maybe               

zusammen together               

dort there               

bitte please               

danke  thanks                

etwas something               

ich werde I will               

du wirst you will               

er/sie/es wird  he/she/it will                

kaufen to buy                

essen to eat               

machen  to do/make               

gehen to go               

spielen to play                

immer  always               

oft often               

nie  never               

alles everything                

teuer  expensive                

 

Vocabulary for block 5 
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Background 

 Research into frequently used vocabulary suggests that a small number of common words 

and phrases make up a significant percentage of written and spoken language. 

 In English, it is estimated that 100 words make up around half of what we read in our 

everyday activities and just 25 words make up a third of what we read. 

 Similarly, in German, around 100 core words make up 50% of everyday language. You 

actually need just 1300 words to understand 85% of most German texts. 

 It is logical, therefore, to ensure that learners of German have a secure understanding of the 

most common words and phrases. 

Guidelines for the project: 

 This booklet contains 160 words that are among the most commonly used words or phrases 

in German. 

 The 160 words have been broken down into five sets of 32 words. 

 Some of the words are taken from your Stimmt! textbook topics; others are more general 

but equally important words. 

 Your main German Home-Based Learning is to learn and master these words. 

 At the end of each block of learning you will be tested on the words accumulated so far. At 

the end of block 1, you will be tested on block 1 vocabulary; at the end of block 2, you will 

be tested on both block 1 and block 2 vocabulary and so on. 

 You should aim to be tested twice per week. This could by a parent, a sibling or a friend, but 

the important thing is that you are accountable to someone else! 

 In addition to being tested on some of the words twice per week, it is a good idea to do a 

‘checkpoint’ test two times per block. The tables in this book will help you to do this. 

Timeline : 

Block 1 Vocab tested by 16th November 2019 

Block 1 and 2 Vocab tested by 18th January 2020 

Block 1, 2 and 3 Vocab tested by 15th March 2020 

Block 1, 2, 3 and 4 Vocab tested by 17th May 2020 

Block 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Vocab tested by 19th July 2020 

  

High-frequency vocabulary project 

Accountability: you are accountable to someone else as they will be meeting with you twice a week. 

Respect: you should respect the time that someone is offering to support your HBL. They should also respect your 

efforts to learn. 

Responsibility: take responsibility to arrange the meetings and to learn the vocabulary. You might want to stick to the 

same times each week. 

Independence: show that you can be independent in managing your time and your learning. 

Habits: the opportunity to build good habits around your revision and your learning. 

Year 8 German 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

der/die/das the               

ein /eine/einen a               

mein/meine my               

dein/deine your               

und and               

aber but               

auch also               

sehr very               

ziemlich quite               

nicht not               

ich habe I have               

ich bin I am               

ich heiße I am called               

ich wohne I live               

Hast du? Do you have?               

Bist du? Are you?               

wo? where?               

wie? how?               

was? what               

woher? where from?               

ist is               

sind  are               

Wie geht's? How are you?               

Gut danke Fine thanks               

Ich kann I can               

es gab  there was               

es hatte it had                

es war  it was               

immer noch  still now                

ich habe …. gewohnt I lived ….               

ich habe … gegessen I ate …               

ich bin … gegangen  I went …               

 

Vocabulary for block 1 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

Er/sie/es ist  he/she/it is               

du kannst you can               

Er/sie/es kann he/she/it can               

du wohnst  you live                

er/sie/es wohnt  he/she/it lives               

du hast you have                

er/sie/es hat  he/she/it has                

die Haare hair               

die Augen eyes               

das Einzelkind only child               

der Bruder brother               

die Schwester sister               

der Vater father               

die Mutter mother                

die Eltern parents               

die Großeltern grandparents               

der Onkel uncle                

die Tante  aunt                

kurz short               

lang long                

lesen to read               

Rad fahren to cycle               

schwimmen to swim               

tanzen to dance               

springen to jump               

nur  only                

gar nicht not at all               

ungefähr approximately                

ab und zu from time to time               

das nächste Mal next time                

das letzte Mal  last time                

denn because               
 

Vocabulary for block 2 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

ich spiele I play               

du spielst you play               

er/sie/es spielt  he/she/it plays               

ich spiele gern I like playing                

ich spiele nicht gern I don't like playing               

ich spiele sehr gern I really like playing               

ich spiele ziemlich gern I quite like playing                

ich höre I listen               

ich fahre I drive/go               

du fährst you drive/go               

er/sie/es fährt he/she/it drives/goes               

ich lese I read               

du liest you read               

er/sie/es liest  he/she/it reads               

ich sehe I see/watch               

du siehst you see/watch               

er/sie/es sieht  er/she/it sees/watches               

ich finde  I find               

wie oft? how often?               

am Abend in the evening               

am Wochenende at the weekend               

jeden Tag  every day               

manchmal sometimes               

heute today                

morgen tomorrow               

gestern yesterday                

normalerweise  normally               

bis until               

früh early                

spät late               

sein/seine  his/her               

wenig  little               

 

Vocabulary for block 3 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

weil because                

er/sie/es ist it is               

sie sind they are                

ich mag…  I like…               

ich mag… sehr  I really like…               

ich mag… nicht  I don’t like…               

ich hasse I hate               

ich liebe I love               

du liebst  you love               

er/sie/es liebt  he/she/it loves               

liebst du …. ? do you love … ?               

wir haben we have                

was hast du? what do you have?               

vor before               

nach after               

in in               

an on/by               

neben next               

auf on (top of)                

ich darf I am allowed                

du darfst you are allowed               

er/sie/man darf he/she/one is allowed               

es gibt  there is               

zu too               

ein bisschen a little bit                

das macht Spaß that is fun               

das hat Spaß gemacht  that was fun                

toll great               

schön nice/beautiful               

lecker  tasty               

lang long               

laut loud               

 

Vocabulary for block 4 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know it, 
but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know it, 
but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

es gibt einen/eine/ein there is a                

es gibt keinen/keine/kein there is no               

er/sie/man kann he/she/one can               

ich möchte I would like                

du möchtest you would like                

er/sie/man möchte he/she/one would like                

vielleicht  maybe               

zusammen together               

dort there               

bitte please               

danke  thanks                

etwas something               

ich werde I will               

du wirst you will               

er/sie/es wird  he/she/it will                

kaufen to buy                

essen to eat               

machen  to do/make               

gehen to go               

spielen to play                

immer  always               

oft often               

nie  never               

alles everything                

teuer  expensive                

wenn when/if               

zum Beispiel for example                

zuerst first of all               

seit since                

für for               

pro Jahr  per year                

möglich possible                

 

Vocabulary for block 5 
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Background 

 Research into frequently used vocabulary suggests that a small number of common words 

and phrases make up a significant percentage of written and spoken language. 

 In English, it is estimated that 100 words make up around half of what we read in our 

everyday activities and just 25 words make up a third of what we read. 

 Similarly, in German, around 100 core words make up 50% of everyday language. You 

actually need just 1300 words to understand 85% of most German texts. 

 It is logical, therefore, to ensure that learners of German have a secure understanding of the 

most common words and phrases. 

Guidelines for the project: 

 This booklet contains 184 words that are among the most commonly used words or phrases 

in German. 

 The words have been broken down into five sets of words. 

 Some of the words are taken from your Stimmt! textbook topics; others are more general 

but equally important words. 

 Your main German Home-Based Learning is to learn and master these words. 

 At the end of each block of learning you will be tested on the words accumulated so far. At 

the end of block 1, you will be tested on block 1 vocabulary; at the end of block 2, you will 

be tested on both block 1 and block 2 vocabulary and so on. 

 You should aim to be tested twice per week. This could by a parent, a sibling or a friend, but 

the important thing is that you are accountable to someone else! 

 In addition to being tested on some of the words twice per week, it is a good idea to do a 

‘checkpoint’ test two times per block. The tables in this book will help you to do this. 

Timeline : 

Block 1 Vocab tested by 16th November 2019 

Block 1 and 2 Vocab tested by 18th January 2020 

Block 1, 2 and 3 Vocab tested by 15th March 2020 

Block 1, 2, 3 and 4 Vocab tested by 17th May 2020 

Block 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Vocab tested by 19th July 2020 

  

High-frequency vocabulary project 

Accountability: you are accountable to someone else as they will be meeting with you twice a week. 

Respect: you should respect the time that someone is offering to support your HBL. They should also respect your 

efforts to learn. 

Responsibility: take responsibility to arrange the meetings and to learn the vocabulary. You might want to stick to the 

same times each week. 

Independence: show that you can be independent in managing your time and your learning. 

Habits: the opportunity to build good habits around your revision and your learning. 

Year 9 German 
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 Block 1     Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

der/die/das the               

ein /eine/einen a               

mein/meine my               

dein/deine your               

und and               

aber but               

auch also               

sehr very               

ziemlich quite               

nicht not               

ich habe I have               

ich bin I am               

ich heiße I am called               

ich wohne I live               

Hast du? Do you have?               

Bist du? Are you?               

wo? where?               

wie? how?               

was? what               

woher? where from?               

ist is               

sind  are               

Wie geht's? How are you?               

Gut danke Fine thanks               

Ich kann I can               

es gab  there was               

es hatte it had                

es war  it was               

immer noch  still now                

ich habe …. gewohnt I lived ….               

ich habe … gegessen I ate …               

ich bin … gegangen  I went …               

das Vorbild  role model               

reich rich               

erfolgreich successful               

bescheiden modest               

ich bin … geworden  I became               

ich bin … gesegelt  I sailed               

ich bin … gefahren I went               

ich bin … gelaufen I ran               
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 Block 2     Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know 
it, but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

Er/sie/es ist  he/she/it is               

du kannst you can               

Er/sie/es kann he/she/it can               

du wohnst  you live                

er/sie/es wohnt  he/she/it lives               

du hast you have                

er/sie/es hat  he/she/it has                

die Haare hair               

die Augen eyes               

das Einzelkind only child               

der Bruder brother               

die Schwester sister               

der Vater father               

die Mutter mother                

die Eltern parents               

die Großeltern grandparents               

der Onkel uncle                

die Tante  aunt                

kurz short               

lang long                

lesen to read               

Rad fahren to cycle               

schwimmen to swim               

tanzen to dance               

springen to jump               

nur  only                

gar nicht not at all               

ungefähr approximately                

ab und zu from time to time               

das nächste Mal next time                

das letzte Mal  last time                

denn because               

noch  still                

noch nicht not yet                

noch mal again               

nicht besonders  not particularly               

dieses Jahr  this year               

gleich  same               

einfach  easy               

leider unfortunately                
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 Block 3     Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know it, 
but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know it, 
but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

ich spiele I play               

du spielst you play               

er/sie/es spielt  he/she/it plays               

ich spiele gern I like playing                

ich spiele nicht gern I don't like playing               

ich spiele sehr gern I really like playing               

ich spiele ziemlich gern I quite like playing                

ich höre I listen               

ich fahre I drive/go               

du fährst you drive/go               

er/sie/es fährt he/she/it drives/goes               

ich lese I read               

du liest you read               

er/sie/es liest  he/she/it reads               

ich sehe I see/watch               

du siehst you see/watch               

er/sie/es sieht  er/she/it sees/watches               

ich finde  I find               

wie oft? how often?               

am Abend in the evening               

am Wochenende at the weekend               

jeden Tag  every day               

manchmal sometimes               

heute today                

morgen tomorrow               

gestern yesterday                

normalerweise  normally               

bis until               

früh early                

spät late               

sein/seine  his/her               

wenig  little               

dann then                

danach afterwards               

später later               

in einem Jahr in one year                

in drei Jahren in three years               

extrem  extremely                

gefährlich dangerous               

wahnsinn!  madness!               
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know it, 
but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know it, 
but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

weil because                

er/sie/es ist it is               

sie sind they are                

ich mag…  I like…               

ich mag… sehr  I really like…               

ich mag… nicht  I don’t like…               

ich hasse I hate               

ich liebe I love               

du liebst  you love               

er/sie/es liebt  he/she/it loves               

liebst du …. ? do you love … ?               

wir haben we have                

was hast du? what do you have?               

vor before               

nach after               

in in               

an on/by               

neben next               

auf on (top of)                

ich darf I am allowed                

du darfst you are allowed               

er/sie/man darf he/she/one is allowed               

es gibt  there is               

zu too               

ein bisschen a little bit                

das macht Spaß that is fun               

das hat Spaß gemacht  that was fun                

toll great               

schön nice/beautiful               

lecker  tasty               

lang long               

laut loud               
 

Vocabulary for block 4 
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      Checkpoint 1 Checkpoint 2 

German English   
I 
know 
it 

I know it, 
but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

I 
know 
it 

I know it, 
but I 
make 
mistakes 

I 
don’t 
know 
it 

es gibt einen/eine/ein there is a                

es gibt keinen/keine/kein there is no               

er/sie/man kann he/she/one can               

ich möchte I would like                

du möchtest you would like                

er/sie/man möchte he/she/one would like                

vielleicht  maybe               

zusammen together               

dort there               

bitte please               

danke  thanks                

etwas something               

ich werde I will               

du wirst you will               

er/sie/es wird  he/she/it will                

kaufen to buy                

essen to eat               

machen  to do/make               

gehen to go               

spielen to play                

immer  always               

oft often               

nie  never               

alles everything                

teuer  expensive                

wenn when/if               

zum Beispiel for example                

zuerst first of all               

seit since                

für for               

pro Jahr  per year                

möglich possible                

 

Vocabulary for block 5 
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